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his instruction will resort to experimentation with new and varied
teaching techniques to the end that he may more effectively adapt
his methods and materials of instruction to the individual differences of his students.
The conviction that examining is not separate from, but is a part
of, skillful teaching technique has been gi-adually growing. Problems
of the measurement of the outcomes of instruction are among the
most difficult, but the information accruing from reliable and valid
measures is of first importance in the improvement of teaching practices. Illustrations of the effectiveness of a cooperative attack upon
the problems of measurement and the uses of examination findings
are given by the program in operation among science teachers in
Wisconsin and by the program in operation at the University of
Minnesota.
A recent investigation of teachers of science in the secondary
schools of Minnesota by Dr. S. E.T. Lund indicated that the teachers had adequate college preparation in but one of the science fields,
and were not adequately prepared to teach any of the generalized
high school science subjects.
There is need for improved standards of preparation of science
Leachers as well as for improved bases of accrediting teachers for
the subjects they teach. Much of the responsibility rests upon school
administrators and other school authorities for the allocation of
teaching duties among teachers in accordance with their special
training, aptitudes, and interests.
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THE VALUE OF A JUNIOR ACADEMY OF SCIENCE IN
THE TEACIDNG OF HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE
M. H.

KunLMAN

Stillwater High School

To appreciate the value of the Junior Academy one must first
look back to the conditions existing years ago. Then he will note
the changes that have been brought about and the factors that
have contributed to these changes.
Perhaps looking back 15 years will give a picture sufficiently
clear for illustration. Pick up a science textbook of that period and
examine it carefully. Does it not remind you of a college text? Its
main difference lies in the fact that there are not so many pages.
Some speakers have stated that a high school science textbook is a
college text with some of the pages removed.
Perhaps one can understand why these texts were so similar
when he recalls the real purpose of science in the curriculum. Science was a requirement for entrance to most colleges and therefore
it had to be taught as the colleges dictated. They wanted it to be
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patterned after the chemistry or physics that was taught in college.
Time did not permit all experiments to be performed and therefore
certain pages were omitted.
It is quite safe to assume that very few people took science for
any reason other than to meet college entrance requirements. Only
the superior pupils dared to enroll in such courses. Everyone knew
that science was a tough course and word was soon broadcast that
it was wise to stay clear of physics or chemistry if one cared to
graduate. If a student had to take it, he would need to solve many
difficult problems and to memorize many meaningless formulae.
Why should any one care to submit to this type of drudgery? Certainly there was no interest in this type of science instruction.
Gradually a change occurred in the purpose of high school science
so that it was no longer merely an obstacle to hurdle on the way
to college. Rather educators felt that science pupils should have an
opportunity through science to fit themselves for a fuller, richer life.
Science was found to affect every person. It made no difference
what walk of life one was to embark upon, science always played
some part. Even though science may not be absolutely necessary
in some vocations, still life could be more complete, richer, and
fuller if one knew the secrets of the universe.
All of this meant a change of emphasis and change of content
of the science courses. Now the important thing is not to hurdle an
obstacle for college entra nee but rather to link science with everyday living. Practical science has resulted and it has grown very
interesting. Many laborious problems have been eliminated and
the formulae have been reduced to a minimum.
About the time that this change in attitude developed toward
the place of science in the curriculum, there arose an intense interest in a club program, or to put it more broadly, there developed a
keen interest in extra-curricular activities. It was found that one
learns much more easily from performance. Furthermore, it is far
more interesting to do a task than it is to read about it. Consequently, teachers are required to do less urging. Learning becomes
an interesting thing because the pupils themselves have a hand in
the process. In addition that which is acquired is much better retained when learned through deeds done.
From a teacher's standpoint the informal education is indeed a
welcome change. Pupils react very differently in the face of this
informality. Teachers are not trying to grade pupils and therefore
a more wholesome situation arises.
A great deal of material may be presented through the club program which could never be presented during the more formal class
room period alone. This is due to, (1) a very serious time limitation
which necessitates strict adherence to required material during the
regular class time, and (2) the fact that proper leadership is not
available clnring each period of a given clay which might be made
available for a club program. In Stillwater it has been possible to
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obtain the very finest leadership from colleges, universities, and industries to demonstrate things that otherwise could never have
been handled.
Science clubs may be classified, (I) along special interest lines,
and (2) by subjects. Bird, radio, camera, and television clubs are
examples of the first type. These are usually restricted as to membership, first because of the fact that only a small percentage of the
pupils is interested in these specific phases of science, and second
because efficient work in such clubs requires a small group of members. The work in these clubs is dependent upon the membership
because outside speakers can not be obtained. Reports may be
made, trips taken, specimens of work or projects shown, or helpful
talks given by the sponsor.
The second type of club is shown in the biology, physics, chemistry, and astronomy groups. Membership here consists of a high
percentage of those enrolled in the course. In some cases they have
been criticized as being just another assembly period. But even
though such were true, there would still be ample reason to justify
them on that basis. Whenever a program can be given which reinforces the material touched on in the regular class room work,
such an assembly is worthwhile.
Teachers have further justified the large clubs on these bases,
(1) Classroom time is very limited and, therefore, many interesting
side lights must be omitted from the regular class room periods.
This material may well be brought into prominence through the
club program, (2) Often this material serves to stimulate pupils to
greater effort in the regular curricular work. (3) Pupils are offered
an opportunity to help supply the program. (4) Because membership is voluntary, pupils usually take a greater interest than they
do in the more formal class room work. (5) Clubs offer an opportunity for pupils to develop leadership by furnishing the chairman
of the meeting, the chairman of the program, the secretary, and the
treasurer.
Meetings are made up of pictures, demonstration lectures, lccL11res, debates, etc. Most colleges are very willing to cooperate with
schools in which clubs are active in supplying programs. By assessing each member a small membership due, sufficient money may be
collected so that when it is wisely used, good programs may be
made possible.
In Stillwater a decided increase has been noted in the number of
pupils enrolled in chemistry and physics. This increase in enrollment is due almost entirely to an increased interest in science which
is caused by our Science clubs.
Now how will the Junior Academy of Science fit into the picture
so that it will be an aid in science teaching? First, it will help organize science clubs wherever such clubs are desired. Through the
experience of other schools where extra-curricular programs are
established, ideas are collected in one central office and these are
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made available to all who are interested. In this way no school now
needs to take chances of starting out wrong. The experience of others to guide will aid in omitting those things that mean failure.
Methods leading to successful clubs should be available.
Secondly, when clubs are established they can be made much
more effective if they are related to a central organization. The
ideas used by successful clubs will be available here also. Then, too,
through the services of an organization like the Junior Academy
special leaflets may be printed regularly. These may deal with interesting programs, (1) which may be staged by the membership, (2)
of available movies, (3) of available reading material on certain
phases of science, (4) or of outstanding speakers. Still another possibility of help would come from radio talks sponsored by the Junior
Academy.
In commenting on these in order, the first refers to playlets that
have been written suitable for assembly programs, etc. Also interesting and valuable projects might be listed.
As for movie., some are good but many more might be produced
if enough interest was shown. Likewise lists of reading material
wou ld be made available.
On outstanding speakers much could be said. If you do not mind
reference to a local situation, I might cite the case of Stillwater
seven or eight years ago when our clubs were first set up. We called
upon all the colleges in driving distance of Stillwater and the men
in charge of the various departments seemed happy to accommodate us. I can see, however, bow these same professors and instructors eventually might balk at our request in case a number of
school followed our example.
In case an organization like the Junior Academy were to make
a number of men available, they might be used on a circuit plan
so that they would not need to make a great many trips on many
days of the year.
In the third place a central organization like the Junior Academy
\\"Ould prove helpful by holding an annual exhibit of high school
projects as they do in Iowa. Miniature "Halls of Science" could be
set up . The inspiration of such a project would stimulate interest
more than anything else we as educators might do.
Then in the fourth place such an organization would provide an
opportunity for teachers to recognize outstanding work in their
classes by recommending ambitious pupils to membership. This
would be an exceedingly high award for any student to obtain and
therefore a student might well set "the attainment of that recognition as his goal.
The pupils of high school age are very eager to be recognized.
They are willing to go to almost any extreme to meet with popular
approval. The Junior Academy can thus furnish a very desirable
Lype of incentive for pupils and a very valuable teaching aid . To
those of us who have taught this will be a welcomed arrival.
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The Junior Academy is not intended to take the place of any
local science clubs which have been organized or which perhaps will
. oon be organized. In fact the various chapters must include in
their charters a provision that the pupils who are elected to membership must have been active and must also continue to be active
members in the respective science clubs. In other words, the chapter
of the Junior Academy is honorary in any particular school. It
meets only when questions of assistance to the local science clubs
come up or when plans for the annual state meeting are being
formulated.
Many will be interested in the cost of membership in the Junim
Academy. In order to secure a charter it is necessary to make formal application and to submit one dollar. The charter will be a
thing of artistic ta te to grace the walls of the school. Its cost will
be almost equal to the dollar paid. In addition each pupil will pay
10 cents in dues for which he will receive helpful suggestions, and a
fine membership card . Don't ;vou think this program is worthy of
a fair trial?
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